98 camaro parts

Pay Monthly Over Time with. AFE Corvette C7 6. The Chevrolet company founded in by a Swiss
race car driver and automotive engineer, has gone on to produce some of the celebrated icons
in the automobile industry with names like the Corvette and CAMARO, much coveted by
collectors and racing enthusiasts. The team at LMPerformance can help you find the
consummate part for the repair or improvement of your Chevrolet with aftermarket performance
add-ons. LMPerformance has an extensive inventory of top quality parts from the leading
craftsmen in the industry, names such as EIBACH, Ram, Spec, SLP to name just a few and a
brief scan of the parts list will acquaint you with just the part to meet your needs. For
performance aftermarket parts they don't get any better than SLP Performance, the noteworthy
manufacturer of a wide range of performance enhancements that have aided in the
transformation of late-model cars into modern muscle machines, cars like the CAMARO SS. The
SLP CAMARO V-8 Front Brake Package comes with 6-piston calipers and two-piece 15 rotors
for increased thermal capacity, pad area that provides more effective out-gassing, all resulting
in improved braking efficiency and reduced fade. The KOOKS reputation is indisputably
first-rate in the aftermarket performance industry because they are handcrafted in the USA
using the highest quality products for the best performance and they are EPA legal in 49 states.
At American Racing Headers primary tubes are engineered to individual engine output affording
the least amount of compromise in the engine bay affording the greatest horsepower gain.
Install a Cold-Air Kits to help your Corvette breathe better so that your engine performs the way
you want it to. Scrutinize all the exhaust parts by Billy Boat including various Pipes and
Headers to find the aftermarket performance part that best suits your needs and get the best.
With three different mufflers, the Violator, the Street Pro, and the Race Pro offered you can
decide if you want the loudest sound or the quietest and with the X-change X-pipes you can
conveniently add electric cutouts to your X-Pipes. Originating in the work force at Late Model
Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made
available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances
represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry.
The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is
continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of
parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at
Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Chevrolet These are some of
the items you can find at LMPerformance for your Chevrolet The Chevrolet company founded in
by a Swiss race car driver and automotive engineer, has gone on to produce some of the
celebrated icons in the automobile industry with names like the Corvette and CAMARO, much
coveted by collectors and racing enthusiasts. Privacy Policy. Here you'll find thousands of
products from only the best manufacturers representing the highest quality in restoration and
restyling components available. Camaro Central is the source for all your classic Camaro car
needs. Our goal at Camaro Central is to give our customers the best buying experience
possible. We strive to give all customers the best support with sales and service. We want your
restoration process to be a fun and positive experience. The highest quality parts, budget
friendly pricing with the best customer service in the industry. Camaro Central supports,
sponsors and attends many Car Shows throughout the year. Get your order placed for free
delivery to any show we attend. Please remember to order online or call ahead so we will have
ample time to get your order ready. Be sure and stop by our booth! Your One-Stop Shop Here
you'll find thousands of products from only the best manufacturers representing the highest
quality in restoration and restyling components available. More About Us. Upcoming Car
Shows. Featured Products Shop our top recommended products that we use on a daily basis.
International Ordering We Ship Worldwide! More About Us JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. Eckler's warehouse is open, shipping daily and ready to meet all of your automotive
needs. Most orders ship same day! Shop Products. Shop New Products. Request Catalog. Save,
Budget and Plan with our project lists. Learn more about Eckler's Wholesale program. Eckler's
price match guarantees the best quality at the best price. Shop our clearance section for quality
parts at reduced prices. Thank you for visiting Eckler's, the leading site for Restoration and
Restomod Parts and Accessories! You'll find our site is a one-stop shop for everything you
need to restore or upgrade your Camaro. We have a complete selection of restoration and
performance parts, including original style interior seat covers, door panels, carpeting, dash
pads, and all of the trim necessary for your restoration. When it comes to the exterior we have
you covered from emblems, exterior moldings, weather-stripping, window glass, grilles,
bumpers and the finest quality body panels and sheet metal in the industry. Need help planning
your project? We know that your project is a huge undertaking that requires meticulous
planning down to the last nut and bolt. Project lists are an easy way to save, budget and plan

your project. Adding a part to your list is as easy as clicking a button and you don't have to stop
at just one - multiple project lists can be made so you can check off every box you need along
the path to Factory Stock or Restomod. As a member, you will receive access to an all-new
issue of Chevy Classics Magazine each month through This is a full-color publication, focusing
strictly on classic Chevrolets. We are at your service. Featured Categories. Interiors Shop
Products. Body Panels Shop Products. Engines Shop Products. Suspension Shop Products.
Brakes Shop Products. Project Lists Save, Budget and Plan with our project lists. Wholesale
Program Learn more about Eckler's Wholesale program. Low Price Guarantee Eckler's price
match guarantees the best quality at the best price. Clearance Shop our clearance section for
quality parts at reduced prices. Classics Club Progam As a member, you will receive access to
an all-new issue of Chevy Classics Magazine each month through Our Family of Brands View
All. After a relatively high sales year in , Chevrolet decided to try its luck at slightly updating the
exterior of the car while keeping prices nearly constant from the previous year. Gone were the
inset square headlights that had their stylistic origins from the beginning of the
second-generation Camaros back in , and they were replaced by flush mounted lights. Though
total production did fall, there were still 77, Camaros produced during the model year. The other
big news was that new powerful engine under the hood. It was a 5. The new engine shaved
nearly pounds of weight off the previous V8, which also was a 5. The base motor was the same
that was used in the previous year, and was a 3. A handling package could be added to the V6
models to give them a better driving feel without having to pay the extra for a Z28 or SS. Though
the RS package was discontinued, the sports appearance package available for the Z28 was
essentially the same thing. This year, all Z28 coupes had black roofs, while base models had
body-colored roofs. Since the interior had been updated for the year models, the look stayed the
same for Other changes this year included standard second-generation airbags. More than
doubling the production numbers of the second best-selling Camaro, 54, base model Camaros
were produced. Available in both coupe and convertible models, there were 20, Z28s produced
in Rounding out the bottom of the Camaro production was the SS model, with 3, units made.
The performance and appearance package was available for the Z28, and included a hood with a
functional air scoop and a modified induction system that increased horsepower to The SS
came standard with a inch wheels and a distinctive spoiler that was new for the model year.
Camaro originally was introduced in to compete with the Mustang , and more than 30 years
later, the two cars were still going head-to-head. In fact, other than Camaros GM cousin Firebird
, the two cars were the only pony cars still on the road. New sporty imports, however, were
continuing to take up more market share every year. While Camaro sales had been comparable
to Mustang sales the previous year, was a much-improved year for Mustang as Camaro sales
declined. Almost , more Mustangs were made in than Camaros. By , that gap would be even
bigger. In , Camaro only had four more year models left before it would be discontinued for the
first time since its introduction. Sales would decline after and then hold relatively steady around
the 40, to 45, mark for most of the rest of its career, barring an even more dismal year in The 98
Camaro got a few changes from First was the new front end, second and most important is the
motor. But the engine was getting dated. Ironically the car weighed more then the I was curious
why and the only answers I have gotten is that the front end is heavier and the brakes where a
little larger. Still its odd. Now performance. Well the LS had big shoes to fill, and it filled them.
The LSs specs made it really a inch engine, but it was and is cleaner. Meaning that GM could
make it more wild and still pass emissions. The set of the engine made high power numbers.
But this means the LS can make more power, and the other engines do more with the power
they make. So its an oppion what motor is the best, but the LS has more advantages. GM claims
that for 98 it makes hp. I have driven a few of these and I think its one of the most underrated
power claims gm has ever posted. On another topic the trans is another option to consider. A
Camaro guy whos into 4th gen will usually tell you if you want an auto trans you want a camaro,
but if you want a manual the is what you want. The styling is cool. I perfer the rocket style, but
this is a good looking car. The ride is the same as the 97, but the engine seems a bit more silent.
I really only hear the exhaust note. Point being, this car is more advanced then the previous
model. But its still oppion which you like more. But really any 4th gen Camaro is a good car.
Any V8 Camaro, always a good choice. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Muscle Car Specifications Performance Model. Overall rating. The
30year old iron block is out and the LS mo The 98 Camaro got a few changes from You may also
like. We utilized the front mounted throttle body to make the best flowing intake kit for the
Camaro. The oval filter provides more surface area t Altezza Style Tail Lamps - Camaro. These
extremely stylish Altezza style tail lamps will catch everyone's attention. A quantity of "1" is for
one left and one right tail li Angel Eye Projector Headlamps for Camaro. Stand out from the
crowd with these Angel Eye Headlamps for Camaro. Stand out from the crowd with these high

Check out Borla's adjustable system for your F body. Notice the 4 different pieces shown just in
front of the muffler that allow you to adju MagnaFlow Exhaust for Firebird Camaro. Auto
Ventshade Tailshades for Camaro. These Tailshades come in an attractive diagonal slot or solid
design for a cool custom look or in the normal smoke design for that stealth Keep the rain out
and let fresh air in while reducing wind noise with the Auto Ventshade Ventvisors. Also helps to
reduce heat buildup in pa Factory Style Spoiler for Camaro. This factory style spoiler is made
high quality fiberglass, but for less than half the price of one from the dealer. It also includes a
DOT Custom Fit Seat Covers for Camaro. These Custom Fit Seat Covers for your Chevy Camaro
are very affordable and take less than 30 minutes to install. They are made fr Eibach The Eibach
Pro-Kit is the perfect answer for most frequently-driven street cars. It s Eibach's legendary
spring system that dramatically imp Custom Fit Car Cover for Camaro. These are custom fit
covers specifically desi This low profile, oval-shaped, electronically controlled dual exhaust
cutout means full control of your exhaust sound from the comfort and These top of the line
mats by Lloyd are second to none in quality. Custom patterned and precision cut by computer,
they feature plush and du Velourtex Mats start with the same yarn as Lloyd's Ultimat, but in a
lighter, more economical face weight. An outstanding value and popular Ultimate Wash and
Detail Bucket. It also doubles as an excellent install Increased exhaust velocit Airaid offers a
Filter Tune-up kit to go along with any Airaid air filter. Kit includes one 6. Like all American
Racing Headers systems, expect an easy installation and excellent fit and finish. Also made to
accommodate a wide array o Putco premium LED bulbs will give a splash of color to your dull
factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake lights. Putco Nova LED Bulbs will
give a splash of color to your dull factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake
lights. PowerCone expands Mothers PowerBall line to offer the widest range of polishing
possibilities. It makes quick work of any uncoated, polishab Mothers Power Ball Mini Kit. The
PowerBall Mini takes your intricate, hard to reach, tedious polishing jobs and makes them easy.
It retains the PowerBall's signature sp Mothers Power Ball Kit. The Mothers PowerBall is the
first foam polishing tool designed to revitalize billet, diamond plate, polished aluminum,
stainless steel, pla Streamline Seat Heater Kit. Our seat heaters will warm your seats quickly
and safely! After starting your vehicle on a cold winter morning, simply switch on your seat h
Many owners notice some deterioration of their ride quality after as little as 10, miles. At 30,
miles, the ride quality has gone shar The all-new Flashpaq F5 is the industry leading handheld
tuner. With this easy to use handheld tool, you can add horsepower in minutes with Classic
Ultra Lite race inspired styling with silver dials and bezels, bright red LED digital display and
E-Z view digital system for enhanc Auto Meter Cobalt Digital Gauges. Bright blu Classic Sport
Comp race inspired styling with black dials and black bezels for a stealthy look. Halo
Headlamps - Camaro. Stand out from the crowd with these high quality head light lenses that
are stylish and DOT legal. Each set comes with one left and one r These engines use higher fuel
pressures Looking to spice up the looks of your Camaro and also shave some performance
robbing weight from the front end? Trufiber has the hood fo Hawk Performance HPS compound
provides advanced braking characteristics to enhance your driving experience. This unique
compound combines t Looking to spice up the looks of your Camaro and also shave
someperformance-robbing weight from the front end? Trufiber has the hood for yo Four Inch
Cowl Hood for Camaro. Ram Air Hood - Camaro. This hood changes the whole attitude of your
car without question! An aggressive yet beautiful design. Single hood scoop shows your com
Unlike cheap off-shore exhaust tips made of mild steel that will rust through, our tips are made
of T stainless steel and will last the l When you need a little more stopping power, our SportStop
High Performance rotors offer better heat and gas dissipation. SportStop High Perf The next
generation of Auto Meter's legendary Sport-Comp series has arrived! Sport-Comp II represents
the latest evolution of the race prove Auto Meter Ultra-Lite II gauges are a revolutionary
improvement to the classic silver faced design favored by professional racers around the Auto
Meter C2 Gauges. Auto Meter C2 gauges are created using race proven Auto Meter components.
Superior lighting technology, providing at-a-glance readings day o Auto Meter NV Gauges. Auto
Meter Phantom II gauges are a revolutionary redesign of the incredibly popular white-faced
Phantom series. Created using race proven Au Motive Products Catch Bottle. Spilling brake
fluid all over the ground or on your expensive wheels is a thing of the past! Our bleeder bottles
feature a stainless lanya Auto Ventshade Headlight Covers - Camaro. Auto Ventshade products
have been protecting and styling vehicles since Auto Ventshade Headlight Covers are the
answer to stylish pr Cross-drilling used to be the gospel to racers back in the 70's but those
racers had the budget and the know how to change drilled rotors af When engines are equipped
with a hydrau GM Replacement Fuel Filter. Often overlooked during scheduled maintenance,
you should replace your fuel filter according to your owner's manual. The older your vehicle
Auto Meter Cobalt Gauges. The Zex Nitrous System, also called nitrous oxide, NOS, and various

other similar terms, contains patented technology and uses bottle pressu Auto Meter
Sport-Comp Gauges. Taylor's Spiro-Pro outperforms the Now you can bleed hydraulic braking
and clutch systems like the pros with a Motive Products brand Power Brake Bleeder. This unit
operates j AGX Sport Adjustable Struts allow drivers to adjust dampening to match specific
driving conditions quickly. MSD 8. MSD's 8. Hypertech Speedometer Calibrator. Hypertech
Speedometer Calibrators are used to adjust the tire size in a vehicle's computer. Compensate
for larger tire sizes and gear swaps The Max Energy Power Programmer extracts every bit of
energy possible out of every molecule of fuel giving you more mpg at part throttle and A-pillar
Gauge Mounts. They are a direct replacement for your factory gauge mounts. Mothers knows
best when it comes to caring for your treasured ride. If you want to pick up a dead simple kit
that contains just about every Auto Meter Ultra-Lite Gauges. NOTE: Gauges have a silver face.
The photos provided by Auto Meter look white on some monitors, but they are, in fact, silver on
the gauge StopTech stainless steel brake lines improve pedal feel and reduce the amount of
time between applied pedal pressure and actual deceleration These strut tower braces for the
Camaro and Firebird are designed to fit V8 cars. SLP's braces are easy to bolt-on. They increas
StonGard Light Protection Kit. The head lights in todays automobiles are extremely expensive.
Gone are the days when you run to the local auto parts store and buy a new he Not only will
your car get The novelty plate shield is an unbreakable po Military Logo Seat Towels. Excellent
easy on, easy off car seat protection - these car seat towels are a great, quick solution to
protecting your seats from wear and Add a durable barrier of protection for taking your favorite
pet along for the ride. Our Pet Seat Protector will defend your seats from pet PIAA's Super
Silicone Wiper blade outperforms every other blade currently on the market and are available in
a black finish. Click here Auto Meter Z Series Gauges. The Z-series line of instruments include a
black bezel design similar in shape to the unique design originally introduced in the
Sport-Comp A quantity of 1 is for one wiper blade. Please add the correct size to your cart, then
click Continue Shopping to come back to this page AeroForce Sensor Kits. Contains everything
you need to control a 12v 40A relay included via the annunciator function of the gauge. Kit incl
chilton repair manuals online
2013 toyota avalon owners manual
2006 ford explorer fuse diagram
udes necessary wiring Increase the performance of your engine with these ported mass air flow
sensor MAF ends. This high flow component replaces the restricti The Absorber Chamois. The
absorber is a little miracle. More absorbent than a towel, less expensive than a chamois, and
professionally proven to dry without scrat Auto Meter Phantom Gauges. All mechanical gauges
feature an air core meter movement for accuracy So you store your pride and joy thru the cold
winter months. Wouldn't you want to know how the battery is doing during that time. Well here
Quick Time Oval Turn Down. Fits 2. Below you'll find a sample of our Camaro Parts and
Accessories that are currently on sale. For more sale items, click the Camaro Parts on Sale
Now! Current Specials. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Other Stuff. Protect It.
Suspension and Brakes. Under the Hood. Prev 1 2 Next. Quickview Buy Now. Join Our
Newsletter Receive the latest news on new promotions, exclusive offers, and new arrivals.

